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See back for stencil and paint application instructions.

Design tips to create camouflage patterns
Any combination of stencils may be used.  The following are suggestions but taking clues 
from your environment will help you to develop a color pattern that is right for your area.

The recommended paint colors below match aervoe® military Digital pattern 
camo paint, sold separately and in 6-pack color coordinated kits.

ACU Digital Kit #900
Use paint colors #1082 Desert Sand, #1083 Urban Gray and #1084 Foliage •	
Green

MARPAT Woodland Digital Kit #901
Use paint colors #1074 Green,  #1075 Khaki, #1076 Coyote and #1077 Black•	

MARPAT Desert Digital Kit #902
Use paint colors #1078 Urban Tan, #1079 Light Tan, #1080 Highland and •	
#1081Light Coyote

painting tips
Camouflaging is a method used to fool the animal’s eye.  If they can’t focus on you 
they can’t see you.  Camouflaging is all about fooling the animal.

Good techniques for a natural pattern:
The base color should be a mid level color.  Not too dark or light.1. 
Soft, blurry edges are ok because that’s what nature does naturally.  It’s harder to 2. 
focus on something that is not clearly defined.

Getting Started:
Select paint colors that you want to use and organize them in the order you want 1. 
to use them.  It may be helpful to practice different combinations on a test board 
before paining your item.
Read the directions and cautions on the back of the Aervoe Military Digital Pattern 2. 
Camo Paint can for specific instructions on applying the paint.  Additional Product 
Data Sheets may be found on our website www.aervoe.com.
For PVC and other soft plastics, apply a test with the paint to make sure it will 3. 
adhere properly.

Surface Preparation:
Surface should be clean, dry, free of all dust, dirt, grease, wax, mildew or any 1. 
other contaminants.
Mask off any areas that you do not want to paint.2. 

contAInS 
1 - 12” x 92” peel ‘n Stick Stencil 

1 - 12” x 20” mylar® Stencil
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Aervoe® Camouflage Stenciling Instructions
Instructions provided for use with Aervoe Digital Stencils #903.  Same instructions may be used with other stencils.

Peel ‘N Stick stencils come with an adhesive back for easy application to any item and may be saved for re-use by applying to a piece of wax paper. Stencils have a male and female component.  
Mylar® stencils may be used over and over again when cared for properly.  The following instructions are a guideline and the number of steps will depend on the number of colors you use.  
Please read the painting tips on the other side for application help.  Designs will vary according to your imagination!

PEEL ‘N STICK STENCIL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Apply the base coat to the item to be stenciled and allow it to dry.  The color should be  the main background color, in a medium tone.  Apply a second cote if needed.1. 
Apply male stencils in a random pattern leaving some of the base coated areas uncovered. (FIG. 1) 2. 
Spray the 2nd paint color over the item completely covering both the base coat and the stencils.  Do not remove stencils.3. 
Randomly apply additional male stencils. (FIG. 2)4. 
Spray the 3rd paint color over the entire object.5. 
Remove all stencils and allow item to dry. (FIG. 3)6. 
Apply female stencils to areas where an accent color is needed.  Masking adjacent areas may be needed to avoid overspray. (FIG. 4)7. 
Spray the final color only in the areas within the female stencil.8. 
Remove all stencils and allow item to dry. (FIG. 5)9. 
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MYLAR STENCIL APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Stencils provided by Reelfoot® Custom Camo
Apply the base coat to the item to be stenciled and allow it to dry.  The color should be  the main background color, in a medium tone.  Apply a second cote if needed.1. 
Place the stencil over an area on the object.  Tape the corners of the stencil with painters tape or electrical tape.  Electrical tape will allow the stencil to be repositioned several times.  2. 
Apply the desired paint color keeping the can perpendicular to the stencil to reduce overspray.  Remember, soft, blurry edges are ok.
Reposition this stencil as needed, depending on the size of your object, using this second paint color.  Allow3. 
Repeat step 2 and 3 with each additional paint color.4. 
Let dry completely before handling.5. 
Clean stencils with a solvent-based paint thinner.6. 

Results are not guaranteed.


